ALUMNI DISCOUNT PROGRAM

The Alumni Discount program was established to honor the legacy of Valley Christian alumni students and “legacy families.” A “legacy family” is one that has included at least three generations as either a VCS parent or student, meaning a family becomes a “legacy family” when an alumnus sends their own kid(s) to VCS.

The Alumni Discount is a $500 discount of the standard VCS tuition rate.

This discount may be combined with any of the state tax credit scholarship opportunities, including the individual STO scholarship (ex: ACSTO), the corporate tax credit scholarship (ex: Low Income, Disabled/Displaced Scholarship), or Empowerment Scholarship Accounts (ESA).

This discount may be combined with other courtesy discounts or scholarships, including the Pastoral Discount Program, the sibling/multi-student scholarship, the Christian educator scholarship, etc.

QUALIFICATIONS AND TERMS

- Student must be a child or legal dependent of a Valley Christian alumnus/alumni and live in the same home as the VCS alumnus/alumni.
- The parent who is qualifying as the alumnus must have graduated 12th grade from VCS.
  - Former VCS students who attended, but did not graduate from VCS, are ineligible.
- There is no additional discount provided if both parents are VCS alumni.